
 

* CUT and PLACE the hull elements along the template hull (there is support for 2D drawings). * CUT and PLACE the deck
and windows as needed * A built in cutter to cut the hull elements along a template (after the hull is made) * The program has a
built-in geometry shape editor to scale, move, rotate and mirror the geometry * The program also has a built-in optimization tool
that allows you to view the optimized shape from any view * The program has a built in b-spline support and editor that allows
you to optimize the shape using b-splines (hence the name: BProBasic) FEATURES BProBasic supports the following 3D
drawing programs: AutoCAD, EXCEL and ACDSee Supported 3D
formats:.3ds,.obj,.max,.vox,.tga,.ps,.wbp,.iges,.iges3,.pdf,.dwg,.wrl,.iges2,.vtu,.ply,.obj,.afm Include animated sequence files for
modelling the movement of water in 3D ship models (ex:.wet. anim) Generate the 3D hull from the 2D drawing Hydrostatics:
drawdown and deadrise shape tools Stability and resistance: hull wind, trim and stability tools Brake and tiller control tools
Generate parametric design: hydrostatics, stability and resistance Built-in optimization tool that can be run with or without the
BProBasic shape editor Built-in b-spline support and editor to create curves for the shape optimization Separate graphic-design
and engineering files Hollowing the hull: a control to determine the maximum depth of the hull Making the hull: a control to
determine the maximum depth of the hull Rotating the hull: controls to make the hull rotate about the center of gravity or the
center of buoyancy Mirroring the hull: controls to make the hull mirror along the centerline of the hull Anti-slip lines: control to
determine the location and thickness of the anti-slip lines Deck and windows: control to create the different deck and window
elements Skins: create different skin textures for the hull and deck BProBasic supports the following 3D boat modelling
programs: * Submittable 3D 70238732e0
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- it allows you to add, edit and delete key macros or hotkeys for your keyboard - organize keyboard macro groups - each macro
group can have its own customizable name - provide a shortcut for the editor (click the icon) to modify a macro - change the
keyboard layout or keyboard in use - a keyboard that is not registered in Keyboard Manager can be registered and re-mapped to
a new shortcut - hotkeys can be customized or disabled - hotkey groups can be configured and disabled for one or more layouts -
custom shortcuts can be added to all layouts - macros can be nested, so you can group a macro and add a shortcut to that group -
create, name, and delete multiple macros - sort and view shortcuts - edit the keyboard shortcut menu - use a keyboard wizard to
create the keyboard shortcuts - perform macro functions using the macro editor - create custom keyboard shortcuts by selecting
your own keystrokes or by clicking the macro editor icon - create key-only macros and macros that don’t perform any function
(ex. count to N) - create macros that perform functions only when a specific key is pressed (ex. let user switch users only when
Control + Alt + Del is pressed) - create your own built-in macros or use any of the available pre-defined macros - combine
hotkeys and macros to perform specific operations - use the global key bindings to manage your keyboard's macros - create and
manage profiles (ex. one for games and one for the web browser) - create a keyboard shortcut that will cause the macro to be
performed when a specific program is opened (ex. turn off the monitor when your browser is opened) - assign new keyboard
shortcuts or move the existing ones - record macros that you perform using Keymacro - create keyboard shortcuts to create
playlists - create keyboard shortcuts that start and stop your music player - create keyboard shortcuts to control your media
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player (ex. pause, play, skip forward, skip back) - create keyboard shortcuts to perform specific functions of your media player
(ex. change the volume) - create keyboard shortcuts that display/hide media player's windows - use hotkeys or hotkey groups to
control other applications (ex. display the media player's media list, toggle the media player's full-screen mode) - create hotkey
groups that affect your music player, email client and media player - create hotkey groups that manage your folders
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